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1. Introduction

The Mars Climate Sounder (MCS) [McCleese et al., 2007] on Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter has been observing the Martian atmosphere since September of 2006. MCS observes the limb of the atmosphere in one broadband visible and eight infrared channels in the 0.3 to 50 μm spectral range. MCS data can be used to determine the thermal structure of the atmosphere from the surface to 80 km at a vertical resolution of ~5 km (approximately one half the atmospheric scale height). Thus, MCS bridges the gap between observations of the lower atmosphere provided by nadir infrared spectroscopy [Smith et al., 2001; Smith, 2004], from which an extensive climatology has been developed, and radio occultation [Hinson et al., 2004], and measurements in the upper atmosphere obtained from aerobraking experiments [Keating et al., 1998], and stellar occultation [Forget et al., 2009]. MCS data is also used to simultaneously profile the aerosol structure of the atmosphere with the same vertical range and resolution as its temperature observations.

Initial retrievals from MCS data have been used to investigate the temperature maximum in the polar middle atmosphere during southern hemisphere winter [McCleese et al., 2008] and the atmospheric thermal tides [Lee et al., 2009]. Today, there are over 10⁶ MCS profiles of temperature, dust, and water ice [Kleinböhl et al., 2009] spanning the full seasonal cycle with some seasons sampled over multiple years.

In this paper, we describe the seasonal cycle of the zonal average thermal structure and aerosol distributions during the first 1.5 Mars years of observations by MCS. We focus on Mars Year (MY) 29 (see Clancy et al. [2000] for a description of the convention), for which we have nearly complete observational coverage and during which there...
was no global dust storm. We describe the data set used and its analysis, and provide an overview of seasonal variability in the thermal structure of the atmosphere, as well as the vertical distribution of dust and water ice. In a later paper, Heavens et al. (manuscript in preparation, 2010) focus on the implications of these observations for the mean meridional circulations of the lower and middle atmosphere and the degree to which these circulations are coupled.

2. Nature of the Data and Retrievals

2.1. Retrieved Quantities

McCleese et al. [2007] describe the MCS instrument and observing strategy. Kleinböhl et al. [2009] provide an in-depth description of the first generation retrieval algorithm. At present, atmospheric retrievals from MCS measurements of radiance provide vertical profiles with respect to pressure, $p$ (Pa), of temperature, $T$ (K), dust opacity, i.e., the extinction per unit height due to dust, $d_z \tau_{\text{dust}}$ (km$^{-1}$) at 463 cm$^{-1}$, and water ice opacity $d_z \tau_{\text{H}_2\text{Oice}}$ (km$^{-1}$) at 843 cm$^{-1}$. In addition, all retrievals include estimates of error for each quantity on each pressure level based on both the uncertainty in the observed radiances due to detector noise and the residuals in the fit to the observed radiances by the retrieval.

2.2. Zonal Averaging and Sampling

MCS retrievals and quantities derived from them (as described in later in this section) are averaged after being binned by MY, $L_s$ (5° resolution centered at 0°, 5° etc.); time of day: “dayside” (0900–2100 LST) and “nightside” (2100–0900 LST); scene latitude (5° resolution); and scene longitude (5.625° resolution). The spatial resolution of the binning is chosen to be comparable to standard Mars general circulation model grids. Mean latitude and longitude refer to the coordinates at the tangent point of the limb path as seen at the center of the MCS detector array, or about 40 km above the surface. Zonal averages are the average of all longitudinal bins containing data.
Figure 2. Number of retrievals per bin: nightside retrievals for the $L_s$ bins labeled at the top of each panel. The color scale is deepest red for 10 retrievals or more. For $L_s = 0^\circ$, the strong striping pattern is consequence of operational conditions in which MCS was not collecting data for all but $\sim 3$ days. Horizontal striping, especially apparent in $L_s = 45^\circ$ and $180^\circ$, is due to routine calibration sequences.

Figure 3. Number of retrievals per bin: dayside retrievals for the $L_s$ bins labeled at the top of each panel. The color scale is deepest red for 10 retrievals or more.
As described by Kleinböhl et al. [2009], the operation of the instrument while in orbit around Mars has differed somewhat from the plans described by McCleese et al. [2007] due to anomalous behavior of one of two mechanical actuators. The departure from nominal operation most important for this study occurred between 9 February 2007 and 14 June 2007 (\(L_s = 180° - 257°\)). In this period, MCS operated in a mode known as “limb staring” in which the limb was observed at a constant angle relative to the spacecraft, and no compensation was made for variations in the altitude of the orbit of MRO or for the figure of the planet. This degraded mode of operation affects the altitude range of the atmosphere observed by the instrument, as well as the calibration of the observed radiances. Specifically, retrievals of geophysical properties from data collected during this period provide less information about high altitudes in the southern hemisphere and both low and very high altitudes near the north pole than do retrievals from data collected at all other periods. Therefore, this study relies primarily (but not entirely) on retrievals from the 31 months of nominal operation.

The percentage of longitude bins sampled in a zonal average is shown in Figure 1. The undersampling shown in Figure 1 is usually attributable one of two causes: (1) the instrument was powered off for operational reasons, or the spacecraft was pointed significantly off nadir and (2) Aerosol opacities were high, due to dust in storms and near the equator in all seasons, or due to water ice clouds in northern spring and in the summer in the northern tropics [Kleinböhl et al., 2009]. In the latter cases, sampling is continuing to improve as the data are reprocessed using increasingly sophisticated retrieval algorithms which permit retrievals under conditions of moderate aerosol opacities. Figures 2 and 3 show examples of how dayside and nightside latitude/longitude bins are populated in selected \(L_s\) bins. In particular, note the differences in sampling of longitudes in adjacent latitudinal bins, especially in cases in which few longitudinal bins are sampled. This must be taken into account when evaluating zonally averaged bins.

### 2.3. Winds

An estimate of the zonal gradient wind, \(U(p)\), is derived from the zonal average temperature by taking the lowest pressure level with retrieved temperature data in each latitudinal bin as a level of no motion, \(p_{LNM}\), and calculating the thermal wind, \(\bar{U}(p)\):

\[
\bar{U}(p) = \int_{p_{LNM}}^{p} \frac{R_d}{f} \left( \frac{dT}{dp} \right) \ d \ln p
\]

where \(R_d\) is the specific gas constant, \(f\) is the Coriolis parameter for the latitudinal bin, and \(\left( \frac{dT}{dp} \right)\) is the temperature gradient at constant pressure, which is computed using interpolation. To account for the centrifugal force and thus compute the gradient wind \(U(p)\), we iteratively apply equation (2) to convergence [Holton, 2004]:

\[
U_{n+1}(p) = \frac{U_n}{1 + \sqrt{U_n^2 + \frac{R_d}{f} \left( \frac{dT}{dp} \right)^2}}
\]

where \(R_M\) is the radius of Mars. Equations (1) and (2) are only appropriate for winds in approximate geostrophic balance and so cannot be used for diagnosis of zonal winds in the tropics where the Coriolis parameter tends to zero. Therefore, \(U(p)\) calculated in the tropics is not plotted. The zonal wind velocity at \(p_{LNM}\) is not, in fact, zero, so the true
zonal wind is the sum of the zonal wind velocity at $PLNM$ and $U(p)$. See Smith et al. [2001] for a similar discussion.

3. Thermal Structure and Aerosol Distribution of the Atmosphere

3.1. Seasonal Variability in the Thermal Structure and Implied Zonal Winds: Distinction Between the Equinoctial and Solstitial Circulations

[10] Figures 4 and 5 show the zonal average nightside and dayside temperatures, respectively, for $L_s$ intervals corresponding to the solstices, the equinoxes, and intermediate seasons. At northern vernal equinox, Figures 4a and 5a, ($L_s = 0^\circ$), temperatures at equatorial to subtropical latitudes generally decrease with height from near the surface to $\sim 2$ Pa ($\sim 55$ km above the MOLA areoid), falling to near 140 K afloat. Near both poles, there are structures in the middle atmosphere (0.1–10 Pa, centered at 1 Pa) which we refer to as the “polar warmings,” in which temperatures are as high as $\sim 175$ K at $\sim 1$ Pa [French and Gierasch, 1979; Conrath et al., 2000] and. In the lower atmosphere below the polar warmings, there are pronounced temperature minima, which we refer to as the “polar vortices,” though MCS observations alone cannot confirm this dynamical description. The remnant cold surface and polar vortex associated with the previous northern winter produce a hemispheric asymmetry at the time of the northern vernal equinox.

[11] Only half a season later at $L_s = 45^\circ$ (Figures 4b and 5b), the southern polar vortex has intensified, extended vertically and become nearly as cold as it will be at the winter solstice ($L_s = 90^\circ$) with zonal average temperatures very near or perhaps even below the deposition temperature of CO$_2$ (indicated by the black contour). The vortex in the north is visible only as a weak temperature minimum near 10 Pa (near 38 km). In nightside observations, a $\sim 155$–$160$ K feature stretches from the edge of the southern polar warming to the equator at $\sim 5$–0.5 Pa. This feature, which is associated with the thermal tide [Lee et al., 2009] does not appear in dayside observations and is only seen in northern spring and summer. In Figures 4c and 5c, the asymmetry of the northern summer is evident from the surface to 0.02 Pa. The nearly symmetric thermal structure returns half a year later (Figures 4e and 5e). The pattern of winter-summer temperatures in the atmosphere in the first half of MY 29 is clearly not repeated in the second half (Figures 4f–4h and 5f–5h). The atmosphere is substantially warmer beginning with $L_s = 225^\circ$.

[12] Thus, the thermal structure of Mars shown in Figures 4 and 5 varies seasonally between two modes. There is a symmetrical equinoctial structure with intense middle atmospheric polar warmings that is broad in horizontal extent overlying polar vortices of similar temperature. The solstitial structure is has a narrow winter middle atmospheric polar warming thermally connected with the lower atmosphere, a cold deep winter lower atmospheric polar vortex, and a summer middle atmospheric polar warming thermally detached from the lower atmosphere. (Our use of the terms thermal connection and detachment is purely descriptive, in which “connection” implies that an isotherm can be drawn from the lower atmosphere around the region of polar warming and “detachment” implies an isotherm of this kind cannot be constructed.) Figures 6 and 7 show the inferred zonal gradient winds corresponding to the zonal average temperatures shown in Figures 4 and 5, revealing equinoctial conditions with strong westerly jets in the extratropics of both hemispheres. Solstitial conditions are shown to be associated
with one very strong westerly jet in the extratropics of the winter hemisphere, which is stronger in northern winter than in southern winter.

[13] The seasonal variability of the intensity of westerly jets shows that the transition between the equinoctial and solstitial modes of thermal structure is gradual. The relative intensities of the westerly jets in the northern and southern hemispheres during northern spring and summer of MY 29 are shown in Figure 8a. The intensity of the southern jet begins strong and very slowly grows during this period. The

Figure 6. Estimated zonal wind velocity (ms$^{-1}$) nightside retrievals of MY 29 for the L$_s$ bins labeled at the top of each panel. Contours are shown every 10 ms$^{-1}$.

Figure 7. Estimated zonal wind velocity (ms$^{-1}$) dayside retrievals of MY 29 for the L$_s$ bins labeled at the top of each panel. Contours are shown every 10 ms$^{-1}$.
northern jet gradually decays to nothing at the northern summer solstice and then grows back to its equinoctial intensity relatively gradually except for the abrupt change around $L_s = 140^\circ - 145^\circ$. The southern jet intensity also rises abruptly during this period. Figure 8b shows the difference between the southern and northern jet intensities at their respective maxima in comparison with a simple sinusoid with an extremum at northern summer solstice. As expected, the difference in jet intensity is small at the equinoxes and very large at the northern summer solstice.

Figure 9 shows the variation in equatorial nightside thermal structure during northern spring and summer of MY 29. Temperatures cool from their vernal equinox values to a minimum at $-L_s = 45^\circ$, remain roughly constant until after northern summer solstice, and then gradually warm until $L_s = 135^\circ$. Beginning with $L_s = 135^\circ - 145^\circ$, there is a more abrupt rise in temperature (observe the slope of the isotherms) of $\sim 1$ K/degree of $L_s$ over a great depth of the middle atmosphere (2–90 Pa). Yet since the equator-pole gradient increases at roughly the same rate at both poles, this sudden warming at the equator does not affect the general sinusoidal variation in the difference in jet intensities. An abrupt change in temperatures in this latitudinal band and season was not observed in MY 28.

3.2. Seasonal Variability of the Latitudinal Vertical Distribution of Dust

Figures 10 and 11 show the seasonal variation of the zonal average of dust density-scaled opacity (note the $\log_{10}$ dimension of the color bar). We use the density-scaled opacity (the quotient of opacity and the atmospheric density) to describe aerosol distribution because it is both proportional the mass mixing ratio and the aerosol heating rate. For reference, the zonal average dust opacity is plotted in Figure 12 (nightside) and Figure 13 (dayside). This quantity is proportional to the particle number density of dust. The latitudinal vertical distribution of dust has equinoctial and solstitial modes. The equinoctial mode is characterized by penetration of dust to high altitudes over the tropics and a lower height of penetration near the poles (Figures 10a and 12a). Similarly, the solstitial mode is characterized by penetration of dust to high altitudes over the tropics, a
region of nearly dust-free air in the winter hemisphere midlatitudes which may extend all the way to the pole, and a region of moderate penetration of dust near the summer pole (Figures 10c and 12c). Although the basic morphology of the solstitial mode is similar for both solstices, quantitative aspects of particular features differ (Figures 10c and 11g). The clear region in the winter hemisphere extends further equatorward at northern summer solstice, while the height of the dust in the tropics and the magnitude of the dust density-scaled opacity reach their maximum at southern summer solstice. The distribution of dust during northern winter is expected to be highly variable from year to year due to the apparent chaotic nature of major dust storms, although the general trends apparent in MY 29 would be expected for most years. A similar pattern of variability in the height of dust mixing with season was observed by Anderson and Leovy [1978] and Jaquin et al. [1986] using Mariner 9 and Viking Orbiter data, respectively, though the different characteristics of the observations do not permit detailed comparison.

Caution must be exercised with dust retrieved by MCS near the winter poles. The current MCS retrieval algorithm does not retrieve carbon dioxide ice [Kleinböhl et al., 2009]. Instead when CO₂ ice aerosol is seen in the atmosphere, the retrieval algorithm will indicate dust. Thus the aerosols (reported as dust) in the vicinity of the winter pole when the retrieved temperatures are below the condensation temperature of CO₂ may in fact be carbon dioxide ice. Note: MCS retrievals distinguish water ice from other aerosols.

The zonal averages in Figures 10 and 11 are heavily biased toward the dust distributions at the longitudes where retrievals are successful. For example, the longitudinal sampling of southern spring and summer, when the atmosphere is dustier, is much less complete than in northern spring and summer. In general, zonal averages of aerosols are systematically biased toward regions/vertical ranges with low dust/ice opacities. The high air mass factor of MCS limb observations makes retrieval success unlikely at high aerosol opacities.

In the tropics during northern spring and summer (Figures 10b–10d), dust density-scaled opacity, and thus the heating rate due to dust, has a maximum at pressures of 60–120 Pa, ~15–25 km. While Figures 10a–10d show gradual development of a high-altitude tropical dust maximum, its disappearance between Figures 10d and 10e appears abrupt, as can be confirmed by looking at zonal averages in the intermediate Lₘ bins. Figure 14 shows consecutive Lₘ bins.
Figure 10. $\log_{10}$ of the zonal average dust density-scaled opacity ($m^2 \text{ kg}^{-1}$) nightside retrievals of MY 29 for the $L_z$ bins labeled at the top of each panel. Contours are shown every 0.1 log units. Note the pressure scale is between 1000 and 1 Pa.

Figure 11. $\log_{10}$ of the zonal average dust density-scaled opacity ($m^2 \text{ kg}^{-1}$) dayside retrievals of MY 29 for the $L_z$ bins labeled at the top of each panel. Contours are shown every 0.1 log units. Note the pressure scale is between 1000 and 1 Pa.
Figure 12. \( \log_{10} \) of the zonal average dust opacity (\( \text{km}^{-1} \)) nightside retrievals of MY 29 for the \( L_s \) bins labeled at the top of each panel. Contours are shown every 0.1 log units. Note the pressure scale is between 1000 and 1 Pa.

Figure 13. \( \log_{10} \) of the zonal average dust opacity (\( \text{km}^{-1} \)) dayside retrievals of MY 29 for the \( L_s \) bins labeled at the top of each panel. Contours are shown every 0.1 log units. Note the pressure scale is between 1000 and 1 Pa.
between $L_s = 130$ to 165 for nightside zonal averages of dust density-scaled opacity during middle-to-late northern summer of MY 29. Between $L_s = 130^\circ$ and $L_s = 135^\circ$ (Figures 14a and 14b), the vertical and latitudinal distribution of dust is virtually unchanged. At $L_s = 140^\circ$ (Figure 14c), the high-altitude tropical maximum shifts toward the southern hemisphere, but another maximum appears in the northern tropics at $L_s = 145^\circ$ (Figure 14d) and reaches a pressure level of $\sim 30$ Pa ($\sim 35$ km). Figures 14f–14h show a more latitudinally uniform maximum in density-scaled opacity extending from 50°S to 50°N.

[19] In an effort to deconvolve the spatial and temporal variability of dust immediately following $L_s = 130$, we show in Figure 15 cross sections of dust density-scaled opacity constructed from retrievals from five nightside MRO passes. These cross sections were selected because they contain at least one retrieval between 5° S and 5° N that crosses the equator in a narrow longitudinal band (170°–180° E) in midnorthern summer ($L_s = 127^\circ$–143°). These cross sections provide snapshots over a short time interval of time of the dust distribution just west of the Martian dateline. Examining Figure 15 at the equator, there is an abrupt change in the vertical extent of the dust between $L_s = 135^\circ$ and $141^\circ$, the timeframe of the change seen in Figures 10d and 10e, although there is significant variability across all of the observations comprising the cross sections. Furthermore, the individual profiles show more varied spatial structure, including very sharp vertical variations in density-scaled opacity, highlighting the importance of subscale height observations (even MCS may be smoothing these structures even at 5 km resolution).

[20] Figures 15a–15c show a strong maximum in dust mass mixing ratio at 60 Pa in the northern tropics. In the interval between Figures 15c and 15d ($6^\circ$ of $L_s$, $\sim$12 sols), the top of the dusty region has descended, and the dust density-scaled opacity at 60 Pa has fallen from near $10^{-3}$ to below $10^{-6}$ m$^2$ kg$^{-1}$. A few sols later (Figure 15e), much of the northern tropics has cleared, although a layer of dust is evident at a pressure level near $\sim 60$ Pa ($\sim 25$ km). From the southern midlatitudes to tropics, conditions become much dustier with time (by about 2 orders of magnitude at 100 Pa) between Figures 15b and 15d. However, dust in significant amounts is confined to north of 45°S. Note that a large span of high southern of latitude is entirely dust free, down to at least 200 Pa. Near the south pole, a layer of aerosol (retrieved as dust, but because it is the winter pole may be CO$_2$ ice) emerges from the south pole extending equatorward in Figure 15b.

[21] Observations by the Mars Color Imager (MARCI) on MRO and the Thermal Emission Spectrometer (THEMIS) on Mars Odyssey suggest that the changes in dust latitudinal vertical structure depicted in Figure 14 and 15 occur at nearly the same time as the initiation of a regional dust storm in the southern tropics and subtropics; a significant increase in column optical depth is also observed in the tropics [Malin et al., 2008; Smith, 2009]. These dust events are all nearly simultaneous with the abrupt warming near the equator and the rapid increase in the intensities of the winter westerly jets discussed in section 3.1, suggesting these phenomena may be related.

[22] A high-altitude dust maximum is also present in the southern extratropics during the middle of southern summer (Figures 10g and 11g) and is closer to the south pole in nightside observations. During this time, a decaying regional dust storm and associated diffuse dust haze was observed in the southern midlatitudes by MARCI [Malin et al., 2008; Smith, 2009].
The penetration of dust over the southern summer pole is also striking; approximately 15–20 km higher than over the north pole during the middle of northern summer (Figures 10c–10d and 11c–11d).

3.3. Seasonal Variability of the Latitudinal Vertical Distribution of Water Ice

Figures 16 and 17 show the seasonal variability in the zonal average of water ice density-scaled opacity on both the nightside and dayside. This quantity is proportional to the mass mixing ratio of water ice. For reference, Figures 18 and 19 show the zonal average water ice opacity. Water ice clouds are present throughout the year at various locations over the planet, and continuously over the equator. Variability between nightside and dayside averages is quite significant. Of particular note is the strong diurnal variability in tropical water ice during most seasons. Wilson and Richardson [2000] argued, based on Viking Lander observations of cloud dissipation in late morning and their tidal model, that the vertical propagation of atmospheric temperature maxima and minima in the tropics is due to the diurnal tide might control cloud formation and dissipation. The basic principle is that if clouds condense at a given level of the atmosphere, that level of the atmosphere must have high relative humidity and thus is likely a local temperature minimum. Thus, as the temperature minimum propagates vertically with the tide, clouds sublimate at the original position of the temperature minimum and condense in the new position of the temperature minimum.

Caution must be exercised in interpreting the zonal averages of water ice, due to the systematic bias favoring successful retrievals. In addition, ice layers at high altitudes...
Figure 16. \(\log_{10}\) of the zonal average water ice density-scaled opacity (\(m^2\ kg^{-1}\)) nightside retrievals of MY 29 for the \(L_\text{s}\) bins labeled at the top of each panel. Contours are shown every 0.1 log units. Note the pressure scale is between 1000 and 0.1 Pa.

Figure 17. \(\log_{10}\) of the zonal average water ice density-scaled opacity (\(m^2\ kg^{-1}\)) dayside retrievals for MY 29 for the \(L_\text{s}\) bins labeled at the top of each panel. Contours shown are every 0.1 log units. Note the pressure scale is between 1000 and 0.1 Pa.
Figure 18. $\log_{10}$ of the zonal average water ice opacity ($\text{km}^{-1}$) nightside retrievals of MY 29 for the $L_s$ bins labeled at the top of each panel. Contours are shown every 0.1 log units. Note the pressure scale is between 1000 and 0.1 Pa.

Figure 19. $\log_{10}$ of the zonal average water ice opacity ($\text{km}^{-1}$) dayside retrievals of MY 29 for the $L_s$ bins labeled at the top of each panel. Contours are shown every 0.1 log units. Note the pressure scale is between 1000 and 0.1 Pa.
may be missed, especially when there is a layer of ice greatly detached from a more significant layer lower in the atmosphere, since the top level at which water ice is retrieved is set by a radiance-based criterion [Kleinböhl et al., 2009].

[25] At northern spring equinox, water ice on the nightside is distributed from 60° S to 90° N (Figure 16a) and extending from the bottom of MCS’s observable range to a pressure level near 1 Pa (~60 km). Multiple broad maxima in the density-scaled opacity is seen over these latitudes and pressures, with the largest values occurring at 15 Pa and 40° S. On the dayside (Figure 17a), water ice is more tightly confined in latitude and extending over a narrower range of pressure. In addition, a well defined minimum in water ice now separates the tropical water ice from the northern polar water ice. This minimum tilts from 30° N at 100 Pa to 50° N at 5 Pa. A similar feature appears both in the north and south at many seasons, especially on the dayside.

[26] Half a season later (Figures 16b and 17b), significantly less water ice is seen at high latitudes, and the highest density-scaled opacities on both the nightside and dayside are confined and centered at the equator. At northern summer solstice (Figures 16c and 17c), the basic pattern of L_n = 45° continues, though there is a clearing of ice at 60 Pa over the equator on the dayside. Again, a water ice minimum tilting toward the pole with lower pressure separates the tropical water ice from the polar water ice in dayside retrievals. At this season, past observations suggest the subtropical cloud belt (called the “aphelion cloud belt” by some authors) reaches its zenith soon after northern summer solstice.

[27] A half season later (Figures 16d and 17d), the structure of the subtropical cloud belt has changed. The top of the ice clouds in the tropics is substantially higher. Water ice has increased at both poles, though the ice in the southern polar region is separated from the ice in the tropics by a water ice minimum on the dayside. The increase in nightside water ice below 100 Pa between L_n = 90°–135° observed by MCS at northern polar latitudes is consistent with observations of a considerable increase in water ice clouds by the Mars Phoenix Lander at its landing site near 70° N after ~L_n = 111° [Whiteway et al., 2009].

[28] The distribution of ice at the northern autumnal equinox (Figures 16e and 17e) is similar to the distribution of ice at the northern vernal equinox (Figures 16a and 17a), except the concentrations of water ice above 10 Pa on the nightside are significantly greater. One explanation for this asymmetry between the equinoctial distributions is that there is no seasonal carbon dioxide ice cap over the north pole during summer, exposing the water ice cap and enhancing water vapor flux to the atmosphere in this season [Jakosky, 1985].

[29] This asymmetry between north and south continues throughout the remainder of the year (Figures 16f–16h and 17f–17h). Water ice density-scaled opacities are higher in this period. The atmosphere at pressures higher than 80 Pa in nightside observations is generally ice free from the southern pole to 60° N at L_n = 225° through L_n = 315°.

4. Summary

[30] We have described the seasonal variations of the zonal mean atmospheric fields, spanning more than a Martian year, providing the first systematic mapping of the lower and middle atmosphere. This is the minimum extent of the atmosphere necessary to properly represent the dynamics of the lower and middle atmosphere in general circulation models [Wilson, 1997; Forget et al., 1999].

[31] The thermal structure of the atmosphere is shown in MCS observations to vary seasonally between two modes: a symmetrical equinoctial structure with intense atmospheric polar warming overlying polar vortices; and a solstitial structure with a middle atmospheric warming over the winter pole, and a cold deep winter lower atmospheric polar vortex.

[32] MCS has provided global and seasonal vertical profiles of aerosols (dust and water ice) at the same vertical resolution (~5 km) as the retrieved temperature profiles. These profiles reveal unanticipated characteristics in the aerosol distributions. For dust, the observations show a vertical distribution during some seasons that significantly deviates from an idealized profile constructed from the balance between sedimentation and vertical eddy diffusion [Conrath, 1975]. While the lowest reaches of the atmosphere are dustier than those of the middle atmosphere, the vertical dust distribution during most of northern spring and summer appears to contain a maximum in dust mass mixing ratio away from the surface. At roughly 15–25 km above the surface, above the maximum boundary layer depth, the existence of this maximum suggests that current understanding of the mechanisms by which dust enters and leaves the atmosphere is incomplete.

[33] Dust profiles from MCS also reveal in unprecedented detail considerable complexity and significant temporal and spatial variability of the dust distribution. Multiple layers of dust can be seen in cross sections of MCS data. The dust profiles also show that the atmosphere can be nearly dust free in certain regions and seasons.

[34] MCS observations yield the first vertically resolved, seasonal mapping of the distribution of atmospheric water ice. The retrieved profiles show water ice cross sections whose vertical and latitudinal distribution varies significantly with both the seasonal and diurnal cycles. The diurnal cycle variation is largely a product of the temperature variations associated with the strong diurnal tide. Indeed, Lee et al. [2009] and Benson et al. [2010] have used MCS data to show that the diurnal variation in ice opacity distribution correspond with diurnal temperature variations, which in turn show a pattern very close to that predicted for the vertically propagating tide. Seasonal variations reflect the variation of both water vapor and thermal structure. In general, the tropical water ice cloud is higher and the density-scaled opacity greater in southern summer than in northern summer. The higher cloud in the southern summer atmosphere is associated with the much warmer temperatures, and the cloud base and top are generally separated by a roughly order of magnitude in pressure, yielding an extended vertical haze. Near the solstices, the cloud belt extends horizontally throughout the tropics and into the lower midlatitudes. A well-defined break or clearing of water ice opacity occurs between mid latitudes and the winter pole.
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